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Abstract

This paper presents a method to automatically find meanings
which should be but are not entered in thesaurus. In this paper,
we use Bunrui-goi-hyou as the thesaurus. To find the noun n with
the meaning lacking in Bunrui-goi-hyou, we applies our presented
method which extracts idioms from a corpus. We use the clue that
many idioms with the noun n are extracted through that method.
We have experimented with a corpus which consists of 5 years' worth
of articles from a Japanese economic newspaper. As a result, we
found 177 types of lacking meanings. Furthermore, our method can
find not only a deficiency of a meaning but also meanings which are
not used or are specifically used in the corpus domain.

1 Introduction

Bunrui-goi-hyou (The National Language Research Institute 1994) repre-
sents the Japanese thesaurus, and is used in many researches. Needless
to say, it is important to expand and refine Bunrui-goi-hyou for the sake
of Japanese natural language processing. This paper presents the method
to automatically find meanings which must be entered in Bunrui-goi-hyou
but not be entered. By this method, we can efficiently fill the deficiency of
meanings in Bunrui-goi-hyou.

We should notice that our method automatically executes the following:

(1) to estimate that a certain noun n has the meaning g which is not
entered as a meaning of this noun n in Bunrui-goi-hyou,

(2) to show some nouns which have the similar meaning to the meaning

however, our method does not trace what the meaning g is. This meaning
is manually decided by observing nouns shown in (2).

For example, the Japanese noun "J*" has meanings "voice" and "opinion

", but "r. " in Bunrui-goi-hyou has only "voice" and does not have "opinion
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// . Our method points out that "r4 " in Bunrui-goi-hyou has a deficiency of a
meaning, and shows some nouns such as "SR (opinion)" ,"NS (view)" ,"1

(insistence)" etc. which have the similar meaning to "opinion". By
observing these nouns, we can manually decide that the lacking meaning
of "P" is "opinion".

The traditional research to acquire the unknown meaning was done by
(Wilensky 1990). In his research, if a sense of a word is unknown, the sense
is estimated from similar uses of other words to the use of the word. This
approach, which estimates a feature of an unknown word from features of
similar words, is taken to cope with the data sparseness problem of a corpus
(Dagan 1993). In short, this approach is base on the idea that the unseen
part can be estimated from seen similar parts. However, the simple use of
this idea alone cannot find an unknown meaning of a word, because even
similar words hardly have same polysemy to the word. For example, nouns
such as "%	 (laughter)" ,"'	 (cheer)", "E PA (scream)", " 7..12
son g)" etc. are similar to the noun "P", but these nouns don't have the( 

meaning "opinion".
To estimate a lacking meaning, this paper applies the method presented

by (Shinnou 1995), which extracts idioms from a corpus. In his research,
first, the set of nouns which are co-occurred with a verb v is constructed
from a corpus. Second, similar nouns to each other are removed from the
above set. In this step, the similarity is measured by Bunrui-goi-hyou.
Last, idioms are constructed from left nouns in the set and the verb v.

Suppose a noun n have multiple meanings and a meaning in them is not
entered as a meaning of the noun n in Bunrui-goi-hyou. In above second
step, the noun n tend to be left in the set. That is, we can estimate the
noun n with the meaning lacking in Bunrui-goi-hyou by the clue that many
idioms with the noun n are extracted through the above steps. Next our
method extracts nouns which have a similar meaning to the lacking meaning
of the noun n by mutual information. These nouns can be associated with
the lacking meaning.

Our method can find not only a deficiency of a meaning but also meanings
which are not used or are specifically used in the corpus domain.

We have experimented by the corpus which consists of Japanese economic
newspaper 5 years articles with about 7.85 M sentences. We report the
result of this experiment.

2 Estimation of nouns with the lacking meaning

Shinnou (Shinnou 1995) proposed the method to extract predicative idioms
from a corpus by the lexical peculiarity for the noun in an idiom. His
method firstly gathers cooccurrence data with the form [noun, wo, verb]
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f-t* (alternative
plan)

4tV (proposal)
I	

ffitz-:1* (saliva)

InMM1111•11111n11111111•n•1111*

Correct
Extraction

WIZ (requirement)
*ft (condition)

(breath)

from the corpus. For example, from the sentence "IYM I, 4A --btKii)
	t (I drank whiskey yesterday )" , cooccurrence data P,	 ttS

([whiskey, ,obj, drink]) is extracted. Second, the method chooses a verb v,
and gathers nouns which can be an object of the verb v from cooccurrence
data. Suppose the chosen verb is "ftt (drink)", we can gather " r, 'CA

(whiskey)" and " (request)" etc. from [ I, 'CA fttS] and
[N*, ',CeKt.1] etc. Next, similar nouns to each other are removed from
these gathered nouns. Last, idioms are constructed by left nouns and the
chosen verb. Figure 1 shows an example. In this example, "ffik..1* - -

tS" and ",12, -	 - WS" are extracted as idioms. These extractions are
correct.

* (water)

(liquor)
(coffee),

O

O

On'
(drink)

Figure.!

Suppose a noun n has multiple meanings and one meaning in these
meanings is not entered as a meaning of that noun n in Bunrui-goi-hyou.
Through above processes, expressions which comprise the noun n are ex-
tracted as idioms if the noun n in each expression is used as just the lack-
ing meaning. These extractions are incorrect. For example, Figure 2 shows
nouns co-occurred with the verb "W:1'6 (distinguish)". In this example,
the expression "L - - AL-4- 6" is extracted as an idiom, but it is
incorrect.
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The fact is there are similar
•

'pinion)
;(view)

•

O
5CIE (culture)

'NW (convention)

PlY3 (aim)
g it (reason) a s on)

Incorrect
Extraction

Figure.2

The noun "A" has the meaning "point of view", and "A*" is the similar
noun to "SR (opinion)" and "RA (view)". Thus, the expression "AiS
- - V::4- 6" should not be extracted. This mistake occurs for lack
of the meaning "point of view" of the noun "5" in Bunrui-goi-hyou.
As meanings of the noun "AJM" in Bunrui-goi-hyou, only the meaning
"standing point" is entered.

This mistake occurs not only in the case of the verb "Az."6" but also
in the case that the noun "Atl" in the expression is used as the meaning
"point of view". For example, expressions such as "AtiV91,41- 6", "A

A* '6", "AtitETZ",	 "AJMNeil- Z"
are incorrect extractions.

Our method removes correct extractions, that is real idioms, from ex-
pressions extracted by the above method. Next, our method classifies left
expressions according to the noun in the expression. If the class for a noun
is big, we can estimate that the noun has a lacking meaning.

To decide whether an expression is an idiom or not, we use the idiom
dictionary (Inoue 1994). The expression is decided as an idiom if it is an
entry in that dictionary.

3 Decision of a lacking meaning

Now, we have cooccurrence data [n, wo, v i] corresponding to the expression
"n -	 - vi " whose noun n is estimated to have a lacking meaning. Thus,
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by mutual information (Hindle 1990), we can extract nouns, which have
the similar meaning to the lacking meaning, from cooccurrence data. In
this paper, we extract five nouns by this procedure. The set of five nouns
is expressed by the following Un.

Un	 {aura, nun nur2 nur3, nUr4 }

We have also cooccurrence data [n, wo, vj ] corresponding to the not ex-
tracted expression "n - - vi " such as vi v2 . So, by the same procedure
we can extract nouns, which have the similar meaning to the meaning of
the noun n in Bunrui-goi-hyou, from cooccurrence data. The set of these
nouns is expressed by the following Rn.

Rn	 {nn) ,nrl, nr2, ...,nri}

By comparing Un and Rn , we decide whether the noun n has a lacking
meaning or not. If the noun nuro is equal to a noun n r, in Rn and there
is some similarity between nr, and n, the noun n is decided not to have a
lacking meaning.

By the above processes, we can show

1. a noun n in Bunrui-goi-hyou lacks a meaning,

2. nouns which have the similar meaning to the lacking meaning are
elements of Un.

In final step, we must decide what the lacking meaning is. This decision
are manually done by observation of Un.

For example, suppose the noun	 x— 3 (chain)" is estimated to have
a lacking meaning, and the	 are shown as following.

= {	 1- SR (a place o f amusement),
71c 5--)1/ (hotel), l/ X 1-	 (restaurant),

1/ 3 -A? --Sia (leisure f acilities),	 (supermarket)}

The noun with meaning "a number of shops or hotels etc. owned by the
same company", which is the lacking meaning of the noun	 3", is
not in	 However, by observing 	 we can easily decide that
the lacking meaning is its meaning, i.e. "a number of shops ... ".
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4 Experiment and evaluation

To evaluate our method, we have experimented by the corpus which consists
of Japanese economic newspaper 5 years articles. The corpus has about
7.85 M sentences, and the average number of characters in one sentence
was about 49.

From the corpus, we gathered about 4.41 M bits of cooccurrence data
(about 1.48 M types) whose postpositional particle was "wo" . From them,
we removed the cooccurrence data whose frequency was 1, or whose verb
does not appear more than 20 times. In all, we obtained about 3.27 M
bits of cooccurrence data, which consisted of about 0.24 M types. Next, we
extracted 46,930 types of expressions as idioms from cooccurrence data by
the lexical peculiarity for the noun in an idiom, and removed real idioms
from these expressions by using the idiom dictionary (Inoue 1994). Next,
we classified left expressions by their nouns, and picked out 2,142 types of
nouns whose frequency was more than 4. These 2,142 types of nouns were
candidates of nouns with lacking meanings.

Next, we made tin and Rn for each candidate noun n. By comparing Un

and Rn , 1,110 types of nouns were estimated to have a lacking meaning,
and U„ for these nouns were shown. These shown Un are evaluated by
Kouji-en (Shinmura edition 1993) which is Japanese standard dictionary.
Suppose the shown Un is associated in our mind with a meaning g. If the

meaning g is not entered as a meaning of the noun n in Bunrui-goi-hyou,
but is entered in Kouji-en, then we evaluate that the Un is effective. For
example, there was the noun "A	 (ski)" in 1,110 types of extracted
nouns, and	 is as following.

UA$_ = f lterF (sock), AR (rubber boot), *ft (shoe),

AIM (sport shoe),	 (ancient Japanese straw sandals)}

By observing nouns in U -, we can estimate that the noun has
the meaning "ski". And Kouji-en shows two meanings for the noun "A
4--" as following.

1. one of a pair of long narrow strip of wood etc. fixed under the feet

for traveling over snow

2. sport on snow with ski

First meaning shows that the noun "A	 has the meaning "ski" in
practice. However, the noun "X in Bunrui-goi-hyou has only the
above second meaning. That is, we can decide the lacking meaning of the
noun "A +—" is "ski". Thus, the U 4.-- is evaluated to be effective.
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This evaluation found 177 types of effective Un . The appendix table
shows a part of lacking meanings found by our method. For information,
the appendix table shows the meaning entered in Bunrui-goi-hyou besides
the found lacking meaning.

5 Remarks

It is difficult to extract all knowledge from only a corpus because of incom-
plete analysis and data sparseness. And it is nonsense to create new one
from scratch. It can be preferable to adjust or expand an existing one to
meet an application's needs.

Such efforts have been done by many researchers. Hearst decomposed
the Word Net into a set of categories, and adjusted and expanded the set
by the Word Space created from corpora in order to better serve a text
labeling task (Hearst 1996). Kaneda pointed out that we cannot gather
enough examples, which is used to automatically acquire rules to select
a verbal meaning, from only a corpus, and tried to adjust the handmade
rules by the corpus (Kaneda 1995). Shinnou pointed out that the general
thesaurus cannot be constructed from only a corpus, and used the existing
thesaurus to cover the sparseness of the corpus (Shinou 1996). Our method
is a kind of these approaches.

However, only addition of the lacking knowledge to existing one is not
so useful. It is preferable to find the specific knowledge in the needed task,
and to modify to suit the used corpus domain. Our method can not only
find lacking meanings but also modify existing meanings.

Our method extracts nouns which have the similar meaning to the mean-
ing entered in Bunrui-goi-hyou. But there are some nouns which don't have
these similar nouns. Meanings entered in Bunrui-goi-hyou for these nouns
are estimated not to be used in the corpus domain. Thus, we can lower
the priority of these meanings. The noun "a* (stock)" is the such ex-
ample. The meaning of "tE)*" in Bunrui-goi-hyou is "something exist in a
warehouse". In the corpus, this meaning is not used and only the meaning
"merchandise kept in a warehouse", which is not entered in Bunrui-goi-
hyou, is used.

Further, our method can find also the incorrect meaning in Bunrui-goi-
hyou, when deciding the lacking meaning. For example, UNE is shown as
following.

Una	 { f_tE (to stop), Nia (to leave), MP (to cancel
(to break up), MR (sanctions)}
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We can estimate that "NIN (to leave)" has the meaning "to leave a party
etc.", but can notice strangeness that " JR" is not similar to "NA" in
UNE . This is because the position of the noun "Mr on the thesaurus in
Bunrui-goi-hyou is wrong.

Moreover, when deciding the lacking meaning, we can find also meanings
which are not entered in Kouji-en. This is because these meanings are
conventionally used in the used corpus domain. For example, the
for the noun "	 V) (top)" is as following.

U	 = { 1-±A (president), MO (prime minister), id no (President),
OM (leading member), itA (representative)}

The meaning of the noun " 79" is obviously "person with the highest
rank or degree", but this meaning is not entered in Bunrui-goi-hyou and
Kouji-en. That is, the meaning is specifically or conventionally used in the
used corpus. As other examples, there are the meaning "gang" for the noun
"a (class)", and the meaning "character" for the noun "P6. (type)".

The problem of our method is that many mistake estimations make the
decision of the lacking meaning hard work. To overcome this problem, in
this paper we use similarities to the meaning entered in Bunrui-goi-hyou to
reduce mistake estimations. In the future, we will try other ways.

The scale of the used corpus is another problem. The large corpus is
favorable for our method. However, the usable corpus is generally small.
Therefore, in the future, we must consider how to effectively apply our
method to a small corpus.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, -we proposed the method to find a deficiency of a meaning in
Bunrui-goi-hyou by a corpus. The proposed method first extracts idioms
from the corpus by the lexical peculiarity for the noun in an idiom. By
incorrect extractions, the noun with a lacking meaning is estimated. Next,
nouns which have the similar meaning to the lacking meaning are shown.
By observing these nouns, the lacking meaning is manually decided. We
experimented by the corpus which consists of Japanese economic newspaper
5 years articles. As the result, we could find 177 types of lacking meanings.

This method is a kind of approaches to expand and modify the existing
knowledge by using a corpus. The acquisition of knowledge from a cor-
pus is an important research, but the completely automatic method is not
practice. The approach to expand and modify the existing knowledge by
a corpus is practical and effective. A problem of the proposed method is
many mistaken estimations. The solution is our future work.
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Appendix

I
noun	 1 the meaning in Bunrui-goi-hyou	 I the lacking meaning
4,..._

fig ffi
VIM
ifk
i—)1/

v 1-
Ito

iC*
A IN

key to lock the door
surface of the paper
a fixed period
Buddha
goal
net
to give up
rough situation
both countries

keys on keyboard
article
abbreviation for time deposit
abbreviation for French
getting score in soccer games etc
abbreviation for network
metal attitude
many persons
Ryougoku (place-name)

/,'/.. to beat a ticket punch
WI— liver lever
T PM work with wages effort
111(1 bleeding sacrifice
It (it helping something to need
gib making a noise a state of emergency
iT arm abbreviation for major companies

ri,

 'i
film to wrap and separate an organ
society

skin or film
club to hit a ball in golf

J\ > F )l/ handle steering wheel
It something to take by force fishes and animals to get by fishing

and shooting
WA brain main person
-7 (1-A mark of minus lack or loss
Aft small fire to cause big fire cause of an event
id <

near place state almost reaching a value
44 ig service pay
5f -r t abbreviation for diamond abbreviation for diagram
7f: 37 > button push-button
CM power supply electric outlet
±a straw bag to be filled with earth place to carry put an event
, :,::,fg to be un-reasonable to force a person to do

tear sympathy
-,:$f ocean current movement of times

NI machine chance
INIJ play with tragedy ending tragedy event
'' vi tip microchip
-,i — 1- seat sheet

: arm skill
71/ — something to hinder a plan and a

movement
brake

± VI soil environment to cause an event
au reflection of sound wave response
if letter convenience of transportation
Lvl- chair position in a company
D mouth talk
DA head thought
# pillar person to support an organization
in wall obstacle
A Vi standing place view or opinion

dream ambition
voice opinion
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